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Thermal analysis methods have ben used for many years
for material characterization. In recent years, thermal
methods have been coupled to other methods of chemical
analysis to obtain more complete material characterization.
This study looks at thermal decomposition of polymer samples
as well as coal samples in atmospheres of nitrogen and air.
The thermal analysis instrument used was coupled to a Gas
Chromatograph (GC) and a Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrome-
ter (FTIR) so that the gaseous products evolved during thermal
decomposition could be analyzed. The results obtained show
that the coupled techniques of TG-GC and TG-FTIR can show
pyrolysis and combustion of different materials.
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INTRODUCTION
Chemists have employed a wide variety of thermal methods
as a means of material characterization for many years. It
has only been recently that thermal methods have been coupled
to other methods of chemical analysis to obtain more complete
material characterization. Thermal methods are based on the
dynamic relationship between temperature and some property of
the system such as mass, heat of reaction, or volume.'" The
three most widely used thermal methods are thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and
differential thermal analysis (DTA). Thermogravimetry
measures weight changes while DTA and DSC measure energy
changes. Most recently in thermal analysis, coupled techni-
ques have become quite widespread. Coupled techniques combine
a thermal technique such as TGA or DTA with some other
chemical analysis metnod such as Gas Chromatography (GC) and
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometry (FTIR).
A. Thermogravimetric Analysis
Thermooravimetric Analysis involves a change in sample
mass (weight, (W)) as a function of temperature (T) or time
2
(t). The three most commonly used modes of thermogravimetry
are illustrated in Figure 1: (a) isothermal thermogravimetry,
in which the sample mass is recorded as a function of time at
a constant temperature, (b) quasi-isothermal thermogravimetry,
in which the sample is heated to a constant mass at each of a
series of increasing temperatures, and (c) dynamic ther-
mogravimetry, in which the sample is heated in an environment
whose temperature is changing in a predetermined manner,
preferably at a linear heating rate.(2) The studies discussed
here will refer to dynamic thermogravimetry, which will be
designated as thermogravimetry. The curve which results has
a variety of names--thermogram, thermogravimetric curve,
pyrolysis curve, and thermoaravimetric analysis curve.(3) No
matter what name is used, this curve provides useful
information about the initial sample's thermal stability and
composition, any intermediate compounds' thermal stability and
composition, and the residue's composition.'4) The most
accurate use of TGA is in the area of mass change as a
function of temperature associated with thermogravimetric
analysis.
There are three major factors to be considered when
working with TGA.'" These are heating rate, sample mass, and
Figure 1: Modes of Thermogravimetry")
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gas flow rate. By optimizing these three factors for a
material being investigated, the best results are obtained.
1. Instrumentation
The thermogravimetric analyzer has a fairly simple
instrument design centered around a thermobalance. It also
contains a furnace controlled by a temperature programmer and
a means of recording the data. A schematic diagram is shown
in Figure 2:6'
There are many different types of thermobalances avail-
able. Two designs exist for the thermobalance-a horizontal
balance design or a vertical balance design. With both
designs, the thermocouple, which measures the temperature, is
underneath the sample pan. Most new instruments employ a
vertical thermobalance.
in TGA, the furnace surrounds the thermobalance. Furnace
windings, a wire coil coated with ceramics and surrounded by
an insulator, are found inside the furnace. The type of wire
used for the furnace windings depends on the temperature to be
used for the analysis. Nichrome wire is used for a tempera-
ture range from ambient to 1000°C (1273 K) and platinum wire
is used for a temperature range from ambient to 1500°C (1773
K). To achieve reproducible thermograms the furnace must have









Figure 2: Diagram of a Thermotalance°)
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over a wide range of temperatures.' ) The thermocouple is made
of various materials including chromel-alumel for temperatures
to 1000°C (1273 K) and platinum-metal alloys for temperatures
to 1500°C (1773 K). The furnace is controlled by the operator
and a temperature sensor, which is in direct contact with the
furnace, which sends information to the computer. Finally, a
recorder is used to provide a continuous trace of sample
weight as a function of temperature.
2. Sources of Error  for  the TGA 
There are several sources of error in TGA which lead
to inconsistencies in temperature and inaccuracies in the
change in mass. These errors may be due to either sample or
instrumental factors, Sample errors may be caused by the
atmosphere surrounding the sample, degree of sub-division of
the sample, amount of sample used, and packing characteristics
of the sample.") Some of the causes of instrumental errors
include shape of the sample container, sensitivity setting of
the instrument, heating rate, and the chart speed of the
,)recorder used for the analysis.0011 Below is a list of other
possible sources of error:"2)
(a) buoyancy effect of the sample container,
(b) random fluctuations of the balance mechanism,
(c) electrostatic effects on the balance mechanism,
7
(d) condensation on the balance suspension,
(e) measurement of weight by the balance,
(f) convection effects from the furnace.
(g) turbulence effects from gas flow,
(h) induction effects from the furnace,
(i) measurement of temperature by the thermocouple,
(j) and reaction between the sample and the container.
3. Applications TGA
There is a wide range of uses for thermogravimetric
analysis in chemistry and in allied fields of study. It can
be used in the application of analytical problems such as
metallurgy, paint, ceramics, food technology, inorganic and
organic chemistry, polymer chemistry, biochemistry, coal
chemistry, and other industrial processes.(")
B. Gas ChromatograPhY
In gas chromatography, the sample is converted to the
vapor state (if not already a gas) and the eluent is a gas
(the carrier gas). The stationary phase is generally a
nonvolatile liquid supported on an inert solid. There are a
large number of liquid phases available; changing this phase
rather than the mobile gas phase allows different separations
to be accomplished.
8
A schematic diagram of the Shimadzu 8A Gas Chromatograph
is given later in the experimental section (Figure 9). The
gas sample is injected by means of a special gas inlet chamber
of constant volume known as the gas sampling valve. The
constant volume of the chamber is two milliliters. The sample
injection port, columns, and detectors are heated to tempera-
tures at which the sample has a vapor pressure of at least ten
torr. The injection port and detectors are usually kept
somewhat warmer than the column to promote rapid vaporization
of the injected sample and to prevent sample condensation in
the detector.
Separation occurs as the vapor constituents partition
between the gas and the liquid phases. The carrier gas is a
chemically inert gas, such as argon, helium, nitrogen, or
carbon dioxide. A high-density gas gives best efficiency, but
a low-density gas gives quicker elution. The choice of gas is
often dictated by the type of detector.
The sample is detected as it emerges from the column (at
a constant flow rate) using one of a variety of detectors
whose response is dependent upon the composition of the vapor.
Usually, the detector contains a reference side and a sample
side. The carrier gas is passed through the reference side
before entering the column and emerges from the column through
9
the sample side. The response of the sample side relative to
the reference side signal is fed to a recorder where the
chromato-graphic peaks are recorded as a function of time. By
measuring the retention time (the minutes between the time the
sample is injected and the time the chromatographic peak is
recorded) and comparing with a standard of the pure substance
it may be possible to identify the peak (agreement of the
retention times does not guarantee the compounds are iden-
tical). The area under the peak is proportional to the
concentration, and so the amount of substance can be quan-
titatively determined. If the peak is symmetrical, then the
area is given by the product of the peak height and the width
at half the peak height. If the peaks are very sharp (a
"spike") the peak height is compared with a calibration curve.
The detector used is on the Shimadzu 8A instrument is the
thermal conductivity detector. As a gas is passed over a
heated filament wire, the temperature and thus the resistance
of the wire will vary according to the thermal conductivity of
the gas. The pure carrier gas is passed over one filament,
and the effluent gas containing the sample constituents is
passed over another. These filaments are in opposite arms of
a Wheatstone bridge circuit that measures the difference in
their resistance. Without sample gas in the effluent, the
„.
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resistance of the wires will be the same. But whenever a
sample component is eluted with the carrier gas, a small
resistance change will occur in the effluent arm. The change
in the resistance, which is proportional to the concentration
of the sample component in the carrier gas, is registered on
the recorder.
Hydrogen and helium carrier gases are preferred for use
with thermal conductivity detectors. They both have a very
high thermal conductivity compared with most other gases. The
largest change in the resistance occurs in the presence of
sample component gases. Argon is used as the carrier in this
experiment because it is less expensive. The advantages of
thermal conductivity detectors are their simplicity and
equality of response to most substances. The response of
thermal conductivity detectors is very reproducible but they
do display (exhibit) lower sensitivity than other detectors.
C. Infrared SPectroletry 
Infrared radiation includes that part of the electromag-
netic spectrum between the visible and microwave regions.
There are three regions of infrared radiation; near IR, middle
IR, and far IR. The near IR region is from 14000 cm.' to 4000
cm-1. The middle IR region is from 4000 cm' to 200 cm-1. The
last region, far IR, extends from 200 cm -' to 10 cm. The
11
reyion which is of importance to this study is the middle IR
region. This region is where the absorption for expected
products occur.
Infrared radiation is absorbed and converted by organic
molecules into energy of molecular vibration. 14) The ab-
sorption is quantized and the vibrational spectra appear as
bands rather than lines because a single vibrational energy
change is accompanied by a number of rotational energy
changes. The frequency or wavelength of absorption depends on
the relative masses of the atoms, the force constants of the
bonds, and the geometry of the atoms.
Band positions in IR spectra are usually presented as
wavenumbers or wavelengths. The wavenumber unit, reciprocal
centimeters, is used most often because it is directly
proportional to the energy of the vibration. Wavelength is
reported in micrometers (Am). The wavenumber of band position
is related to the wavelength as follows:(15)
1 
CM = X 104
AM
Band intensities are expressed eiLher as percent trans-
mittance (%T) or absorbance (A). Transmittance is the ratio
of the radiant power trahsmitted by a sample to the radiant:
power incident on the sample. Absorbance is the logarithm to
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base 10, of the reciprocal of the transmittance;
A = log (1/T).
There are two types of molecular vibrations. These are
stretching and bending. A stretching vibration is a
rhythmical movement along the bond axis such that the
interatomic distance is increasing or decreasing. A bending
vibration may consist of a change in bond angle between bonds
with a common atom or the movement of a group of atoms with
respect to the remainder of the molecule without movement of
the atoms in the group with respect to one another. Only
those vibrations that result in a change in the dipole moment
of the molecules are observed in the infrared spectrum. The
alternating electric field, which is produced by the changing
charge distribution accompanying a vibration, couples the
molecular vibration with the oscillating electric field of the
electromagnetic radiation.
A molecule has as many degrees of freedom as the total
degrees of freedom of its individual atoms."6) Each atom has
three degrees of freedom corresponding to the Cartesian
coordinates (x, y, and z) needed to describe its position
relative to other atoms in the molecule. A molecule of N
atoms therefore has 3N degrees of freedom. For nonlinear
molecules, three degrees of freedom describe rotation and
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three describe translation. Thus, the remaining 3N-6 degrees
ot freedom are vibrational degrees of freedom. These are
known as fundamental vibrations (bands). Linear molecules
have only 3N-5 vibrational bands since only two degrees of
freedom are required to describe rotation.
The three fundamental vibrations of a nonlinear triatomic
molecule can be depicted as stretching, asymmetric stretching,
and scissoring (Figure 3).'17)
Symmetric Stretch Scissoring Asymmetrical Stretch
Figure 3: Vibrations of Nonlinear Triatomic Molecules
The fundamental vibrations of a linear triatomic molecule
can be depicted as the following (Figure 4).08)





Figure 4: Vibrations of Linear Triatomic Molecules
The symmetric stretching vibration above can be IR inactive if
there is no change in the dipole moment of the molecule. The
bending vibrations above are equivalent and therefore are said
to be doubly degenerate and have the same frequency.
The most common stretching and bending modes for an AX2
group appearing as a portion of a molecule are shown below.
The 3N-6 rule does not apply since the AX2 is considered to be







Figure 5: Vibrations of an AX. Molecule
Assignments for stretching frequencies can be approxi-
mated by the application of Hooke's Law. In the application
of the law, two atoms and their connecting bond are treated as
a simple harmonic oscillator composed of two masses joined by
a spring. The following equation, which is derived from
Hooke's Law, states the relationship between frequency of






where = the vibrational frequency (cm )
c = velocity of light (cm/sec.)
f = force constant of bond (dynes/cm)
mi and m2 - mass (g) of atoms 1 and 2 respectively.
It has already been stated that the fundamental
vibrations (bands) were present in IR spectra. These bands
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are most generally very intense. However, there are also less
intense absorption bands present which are called overtones
and combination tones. Overtones occur at multiples of the
fundamental frequencies (2v, 3v, etc.). The combination tones
occur at frequencies corresponding to the sums or differences
of the fundamental frequencies (v 1 + v2). The result is that
the IR spectrum can become quite complex.
The vibrational frequency of the bond between given atoms
or groups of atoms is characteristic and is not markedly
affected by molecular environment. Hence, it is possible to
obtain structural or functional group information from IR
spectra. Structural changes can, however, cause minor shifts
and changes in the absorption bands which can provide addi-
tional information.
Many thousands of infrared spectra have been recorded,
and from these, it is possible to empirically tabulate
correlations between absorption frequencies and types of bonds
or chemical groups. Table 1 below summarizes some of the
correlations for various types of vibrations.
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Although the most important use of infrared spectroscopy
is in identification and structure analysis, it is sef ,..1 for
quantitative analysis of complex mixtures of similar compounds
because some absorption peaks for each compound will occur at
a definite and selective wavelength, with intensities propor-
tional to the concentration r'f absorbing species.
Until recently, IR spectra were recorded in a time
domain, i.e. by recording absorbance (or % transmittance) one
wavelength at a time, scanned sequentially. By converting the
information from infrared frequencies to audio frequencies,
where detectors and Electronics are able to track both
frequency and intensity, a much more sensitive, accurate, and
reliable spectrometer may be constructed. This is the basis
for Fourier Transform infrared Spectrometry (FT-IR). An
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average of the multiple scans can be calculated with the
background subtracted out. Hence, FTIR is faster than the
conventional IR because in FTIR all the frequencies are
scanned simultaneously.
D. Coupled Tt_ChIligueS 
The utility of evolved gas analysis is widely recognized
for many applications. The ability to measure the amount
(TGA) and to identify (GC and FTIR) volatile products on the
same sample is of tremendous value. The TG-GC and TG-FTIR
systems used each have advantages and disadvantages which will
be discussed. Table 2 gives the advantages and disadvantages
for each coupled technique.(22)
TABLE 2
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Coupled Techniques
System  Advantages
TG-GC 1. Quantitative information
on components can be ob-
tained from TG curve.
2 Large samples can be used
to detect trace amounts of
evolved products.
3 The Temperature of the
sample can be controlled
easily.
4 Both effluent and residue
can be recovered.
 Disadvantaggs
TG-GC /. More eouipment i re-
quired.
2. The total time for analysis
is greater. The retention





TG-FTIR I. Isomer differentiation
2. TGA in variable atmos-
pheres.
3. Ability to separate gaseous
and condensable TGA efflu-
ent.
4. Large samples can be accom-




I. Difficulty in distinguish-
ing co-evolving compounds.
2. More equipment is required.
3. Analysis time is greater
due to the time required
for interpretation of the
IR spectra.
Materials 
I. Calcium Oxalate Monohydrate 
As calcium oxalate monohydrate is exposed to increasingly
higher temperatures, the following series of reactions take
place.
CaC204.H20 CaC204 + H20
CaC204   > CaCO3 + CO
CaCO3 wA CaO + CO2
These reactions show that when calcium oxalate monohydrate is
heated, it first loses water of crystallization and forms
21
CaC20,. Upon further heating, CO and CO2 are given off. The
above react'ons were used with our TG-GC and TG-FTIR systems
to test the coupled instruments' operation and ability to
accurately and precisely identify the p °ducts. Both CO and
CO2 can be identified by TG-GC and the water can be identified
by using TG-FTIR. However, both systems were used to study
the thermal decwposition of the calcium oxalate monohydrate.
2. High Density Polyethylerie
High density polyethylene (HOPE) is composed of
predominantly saturated, linear hydrocarbons. It exhibits low
chemical reactivity. The most reactive parts of HOPE mole-
cules are terminal double bonds and tertiary CH bonds in
branches. 2')
HOPE is relatively stable to heat. In an inert medum or
in vacuum, chemical processes at high temperature result in
breakage and/or crosslinking of polymer chains.(24) These
types of reactions are noticeable at temperatures near 2900-
300°C (563 K - 573 K) and it is similar to thermocracking of
linear hydrocarbons. HDPE's stability in these reactions is
determined by the high bond energy of the single C-C bond of
HOPE chains. This free radical process results in a reduction
of molecular weight, formation of double bonds in polymer
chains (mostly vinyl), and evolution of low molecular weight
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hydrocarbons, including a small amount of ethylene.°" At ap-
proximately 500C (773 K) in an inert atmosphere such as
nitrogen, the HOPE is pyrolyzed to a mixture of waxes (low
molecular weight alkanes, alkenes, and dienes).
In the presence of oxygen at elevated temperatures, the
oxygen attacks the macromolecules. This process is a
combination of radical reactions which results in a reduction
of molecular weight, a formation of oxygen-containing groups
such as hydroxyl and carboxyl, and the evolution of low
molecular weight products (water, aldehydes, ketones, aAd
alcohols) (26).
Of the many chemical reactions used to modify polyethyl-
ene, chlorination is ore of the most important. In the
chlorination of polyethylene, a chlorine atom is substituted
for a hydrogen atom on the polymer chain. The reason for the
chlorination is to reduce the flammability of the polymer.
The chlorine in chlorinated polyethylene (CPE) confers
resistance to ignition. Adding chlorine to a polymer compound
promotes the tendency to char when the material burns.
F. Coal and Char Comion
The burning of pulverized coal is concerned with the
combustion of char. The oxidation of this material by atmos-
pheric oxygen is surely one of the most significant and widely
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studied processes:28 Yet the heterogeneous reaction is
evidently so complex that the individual steps by which it
occurs are still uncertain, unlike those cf hundreds of known
chemical processes. 9) It has been concluded that both CO and
CO2 are direct products of oxidation of carbon with oxygen.'30'
At higher temperatures the quantity of CO increases, and it is
variously stated that at combustion temperatures CO is the
major or only vimary product.(3'32)
The reaction of oxygen gas with coal involves some
intermediate combination of the two reagents from the two
phases.(331 The mechanism is usually depicted as involving the
adsorption of the gas on specific sites on the surFace of the
solid. Figure 6 depicts this type of process in a sequence of
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This study examines the thermal decomposition products of
several different materials in atmospheres of nitrogen and
air. Calcium oxalate monohvdrate was used as a standard for
both the TG-GC and the TG-FTIR studies.
Four polymer samples were used. Three of the polymer
samples had chlorine in them and are referred to as chlori-
nated polyethylene. The percentages of chlorine were 25%,
36%, and 42%. These samples will be referred to as 25-CPE,
36-CPE, and 42-CPE. The other polymer sample was the unchlor-
inated sample known as High Density Polyethylene (HOPE). All
of the polymer samples were obtained from Scientific Polymer
Products of Ontario, New York. The other sample studied was
a coal sample (WKU #85095, a 60-mesh subbituminous coal)
obtained from the Center of Coal Science, Western Kentucky
University.
The gases already identified were obtained from Southern
Welding Supply Company of Bowling Green, Kentucky, and all had
a purity of approximately 99.9%.
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B. $g_tAp anQperations Verification
Several different instruments were used to complete this
study of the evolved gases from the decompositions of differ-
ent materials. The Shimadzu Thermogravimetric Analyzer-50 and
Thermal Analyzer-50I were coupled to the Shimadzu Gas Chrom-
atograph 8A to analyze effluent gases. Figure 7 shows a
diagram of a coupled system. The heated capillary transfer
line and the temperature controller were supplied by Shimadzu
Instruments. The flow rate throughout the complete Shimadzu
TG-GC system was monitored in a sequential fashion to check
for a loss of gas flow in each part of the system. Nitrogen
was allowed to flow through the inlet on the back of the
furnace. The flow was to be measured from the outlet of the
furnace (Figure 8, item 10). There was no flow out of the
system. In an attempt to correct this problem, a second
gasket was placed at the top of the furnace to provide a
tighter seal. The flow through the system was not measurable
by a flow meter; however, a flow could be detected by
connecting tygon tubing from the furnace outlet to a beaker of
water for detection of bubbles. The flow was extremely small
and was measurable only in bubbles/min.
Next, the nitrogen was allowed to flow through the
reactor gas inlet near the top of the furnace. The flow was
Figure 7: Complete TG-GC System
Figure 8: Diagram of Furnace Outlet with Adaptor
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measured to be 50 mL/min. into the system and 50 mL/min. out
of the system. There was no loss of gas flow. The heated
transfer line was connected to the bottom of the furnace. The
flow was measured again. A flow of 50 mL/min. was measured
entering the furnace but there was absolutely no flow exiting
the furnace. Upon observation of the adaptor it was noticed
that item 11 in Figure 8 was missing. This plug's absence
created a major leak. A tygon plug was made and inserted into
the hole. With the plug in, the flow was measured from the
reactor gas inlet to the bottom of the adaptor, item #10 on
Figure 8. The flow was found to 50 mL/min. into the furnace
and 50 mL/min. out of the furnace. The transfer line was then
connected and a flow measured. A flow of 50 mL/min. was
measured entering and exiting the furnace. The transfer line
was then connected to the side inlet port of the Shimadzu GC.
At first there was no flow through the system. By inserting
a tygon disc into the female end of the joint which connects
the line and GC a flow was established. The problem was that
the female end was slanted with grooves and the male fitting
was not slanted but straight. The teflon disc filled the gap
created by using the straight male fitting. The flow was then
measured to be 50 mL/min. entering the furnace and 50 mL/min.
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exiting the furnace. There is no loss of gas flow through the
system.
The Shimadzu 8A system is a ten-port, three column
system. In Figure 9, port one is the injection sample port
where the sample is introduced into the two mL sample loop.
The sample loop is stretched between ports three and four.
When a sample is taken, the valve moves from ports three and
four to ports one and two. The sample loop is filled and
after one and one-half minutes the valve switches the sample
loop to ports five and six. The sample is introduced to the
first of three columns. The first column is a Supelco lm
Porapak R column. Here the components are separated into two
groups, one containing hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, carbon
dioxide, and methane. The other group contains carbon dioxide
and the smaller hydrocarbons. The sample of the CO2 and
hydrocarbons is introduced to the second column, a Supelco
molecular sieve column. The components are separat2d with
carbon dioxide eluting first followed oy the hydrocarbons
according to size. The other group of gases is introduced to
the third column. This column is a Supelco 0.5m Porapak Q
column. Here the components are separated into the following
order: hydrogen elutes first, followed by oxygen, nitrogen,















Figure 9: Flow Diagram of Shimadzu 8A-GC(3°)
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a complete separation of the gaseous components introduced
into the GC.
The standard chromatogram was supplied by Shimadzu
Instruments. The list of retention times for the gases
detected by this system is given as Table 3.
Table 3
Retention Times'' 







For the TG-FTIR studies, the Seiko TG/DTA 200 was coupled
to the Perkin Elmer 1650 FTIR. Initially the two instruments
were coupled using tygon tubing at room temperature. Two
analyses were run using this system. Under pyrolysis
conditions, HDPE and 42-CPE were heated. The results were
compared to those using a heated transfer line and gas cell,
both described below, and no difference between the two sets
of data was determined. But since we were also doing
combustion of polymers and pyrolysis of CaC204-H20, where H20
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is a product in both, it was decided that a heated transfer
line and heated gas cell must be used to avoid any
condensation effects.
To connect the two instruments, the gases exiting the
furnace of the TG had to be transported to the heated gas cell
of the FTIR. Figure 10 shows a diagram of the system. The
heated transfer line was constructed of 0.3175 mm 0.D.x
0.15875 mm I.D. Teflon tubing. The length of the column is
1,270 mm. The flow was estimated to be 5.19 mm/sec.
The time lag (I-) for the transfer line was determined as
follows.
8 ft. 12 in. 2.14 cm 5_0____Stc_,T = x x x 7 X (0.079375 cm)2 xi ft. in min.
50 mL/min.
TL= 6 seconds
The required power of the heating tape was calculated:
Tp= P x L x (Change in I.)
where Tp is the total watts capacity in tape required, P is
the watts/lineal mm of tube/temperature rise('C), L is the
lineal mm of tube, and the change in T is the temperature
change in °C above ambient. For the system the Tp is 0.07W.
The tubing used for the heated transfer line was Teflon
TFE tubing purchased from the Cole-Parmer Company of Chicago,





























Incorporated of Roseville, California. The heating tape was
a pressure-sensitive heating tape 0.635 mm wide with a
resistance of 731.5 ohms per mm. The tape was wrapped around
the teflon tubing in such a manner that there was only
approximately 30% of the tubing not covered by the heating
tape. A K-type thermocouple was placed under the tape to
allow control of the temperature. The thermocouple was placed
approximately 381 mm away from the heating elements to allow
a more correct measurement of the actual temperature of the
tube. Fiberglass insulation was wrapped around the heating
tape to reduce the loss of heat from the heated surfaces.
Aluminum tape was not satisfactory because it would have made
the transfer line too hard to bend; the line would not be
flexible enough for practical use. Aluminum tape was used to
hold the heating elements in place. The whole insulated tube
was then placed into a polyolefin tube. The tube was heat
shrunk on the ends near the heating elements so that the heat
would not escape.
The heated transfer line had to be connected to the
outlet of the Seiko instrument and to the heated gas cell.
The connection for the line to the Seiko instrument had to be
able to join the 4 mm outlet of the Seiko to the 0.3175 mm
0.0. x 0.15875 mm I.D. TIE transfer line. The connection
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capable of this was the Cole-Parmer Fitting N 06407-72.
(Figure 11.) Once the line was connected to the Seiko outlet,
it had to be connected to the heated gas cell. The gas cell
used in this research was a special designed cell from
Infrared Analysis of Anaheim, California. The gas cell was
100 mm x 25.4 mm with KBr windows. The cell WdS heated using
a Barnant Temperature Controller which employs a Type-J
thermocouple as the sensor for constant temperature monitor-
ing. The time lag (TL) for the cell was calculated as the
following.
T1= 10 cm  x r x (1.27 cm)2 x (60 stcdmind.
50 mL/min.
TL= 61 seconds
The transfer line was connected to the gas cell by two
different connections. The first had to join the line with
the glass joint on top of the gas cell (Figure 12). The glass
joint had an 8 mm diameter. The connection was made possible
by use of the Cole-Parmer Fitting 06473-07. The ball and
socket joint of the glass connection to the cell was held
together by a Thomas No. 12 clamp.
Once the transfer line could be connected to the cell the
line had to be put into place. In order for the line to work
the glass connections had to be bent at a 450 angle. Dr. Earl
Pearson assisted in the bending of the glassware. A hole was
snow ounrr 4 reat /r um. a 11.44I" L.A. Tit TUSIIHO
f±J11M
COIL JAMMER MI •4407.77
MATEO 711 4,04$1,111 UNE
-
Figure 11: Connection of Transfer Line to Seiko Outlet
Figure 12: Schematic of Heated Transfer Line Connection to IR Cell Inlet
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made in the side of the gas cell chamber of the IR system.
The line was fed through the hole and connected to the cell.
The system is shown in Figure 13. The gas exiting the cell
was brought out of the cell using tygon tubing without heat
and allowing the gas to pass down the sink. The total time
lag for gas to pass through the cell and the heated transfer
line was calculated to be 67 seconds.
C. Conditions 
The experimental conditions remained constant for all
samples run and all methods used as already stated. For the
TG-GC runs, the gas flows for the nitrogen and air on the
Shimadzu TG system was 50.0 mL/min. through the furnace and
through the sample valve of the GC. The primary carrier gas
was argon for the GC and had a pressure of 6 kg/cm2. The
individual pressures for carrier gas 1 (Ar) was 4.0 kg/cm2 and
3.98 kg/cm2 for carrier gas 2 (Ar).
The heating rates for the thermal decompositions were
10°C per minute for the polymer samples and 20°C per minute for
the CaC204*H20 and coal samples. The polymer samples were
heated to 600°C (873 K) while the other two samples were
heated to 1000°C (1273 K). The heated transfer line and
adaptor were manintained at 120°C (393 K).
Figure 13: Heated Gas Cell With Connections to Transfer Line
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For GC detection, the injector/detector were held at
110°C (383 K). The TCD current was set at 70 mA. The columns
were at 70°C (343 K) and were held constant throughout the
runs. The sampling valve was set to divert sample gases to
the columns at 0.8 minutes. After 1.5 minutes, the valve
would switch back to its normal position. Multiple runs were
performed and the results averaged.
Operating conditions for the TG-FTIR were as follows.
The heating rates and gas flow rates were the same as above.
The temperature of the heated transfer line was held at 130°C
(403 K) while the heated gas cell was held at 120°C (393 K).
The samples were scanned five times with a resolution of 4 cm -






Pyrolysis is the term generally used to describe chemical
reactions which occur when a material is heated in the
presence of an inert atmosphere. Pyrolysis is involved in the
process of combustion but is not easily distinguished from
inert gas pyro1ysis. 38) Therefore, it WdS necessary to run
calcium oxalate monohydrate and the polymer samples in pure
nitrogen.
1. TG-GC Data for Pyrolysis  Q_IMaterials 
a. Calcium Oxalate Mono_hydrate 
The calcium oxalate monohydrate was heated under
nitrogen as a standard since its thermal decomposition is well
documented. The CaC211 has three stages of decomposition which
were described earlier (pp. 20-21).
The thermogram for pyrolysis of CaC204 is shown in Figure
14 The curve shows three decomposition steps. The first is
due to the loss of water. No water peak was detected by GC;
however it was observed using FT-IR (see below). This was to
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Figure 14: Thermogram for Calcium Oxalate Monohydrate
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detection of water. However, chromatograms were obtained for
the two other decompositions. The cnromatograms obtained
during the subsequent reactions are shown in Figures 15 and
16. Table 4 lists the products detected for the decom-
positions.
Table 4








During the second decomposition both CO and CO2 were detected.
Carbon dioxide was not expected to be formed under these
conditions. This phenomenon will be addressed later.
b. High Density Polyethylene
The thermogram for HDPE is shown in Figure 17.
Chromatograms were obtained at 320°C (593 K), 390°C (663 K),
480°C (753 K), and 575°C (848 K). Using GC, product evolution
was only detected for effluent sample at 480°C (753 K). This
chromatogram is shown in Figure 18. The retention times for
products detected are listed in the Table 5.
Figure 15: Chromatogram for Second Decomposition of CaC,O.
Obtained at 450°C
Figure 16: Chromatogram for Third Decomposition of CaC204
Obtained at 750°C









Figure 18: Chromatogram for HDPE Pyrolysis Obtained at 480°C
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TABLE 5
TG-GC Data for HOPE Pyrolysis
Prç (ret. rime) (Produ.ct/N21_Area Ratio
2.81 min. (5.6±.3)x10'
3.36 min. (6.2±.2)x10-4
2. TG-FTIR Data for Pyrolysis 
The Seiko TG was coupled to the Perkin Elmer FTIR as
previously described. Infrared spectra were obtained at
intervals of one per minute during the decompositions of the
different materials studied. The materials studied using this
system were CaC204 and the polymer samples.
a. Calcium  OWdltAtonohydrate 
As described previously, there are three decom-
position reactions for calcium oxalate monohydrate. From the
IR obtained at 190°C, Figure 19, it is seen that the product
is indeed H20. The band at 1507 cm is the frequency for H20
in the vapor phase. The products from the second step were
recorded at 490°C (763 K) when their maximum absorbance was
detected (Figure 20). The bands appear at 2358 cm-1, 2177
cm-1, and 2113 cm'1.
frequency of CO2.
frequencies of CO.
The band at 2358 cm.' corresponds to the
The other two bands correspond to the
The products detected by FTIR when the
cp
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Figure 20: FTIR of Second Decomposition Products oi CaC2041120 Obtained at 490`'C (J1
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sample reached 750C (1023 K) are shown in Figure 21. The
only band seen in this spectrum is located at 2358 cm
corresponding to CO2. From the results of the TG-FTIR study
of the pyrolysis of the CaC20,, the frequencies for CO2 and CO
gases were used to test and calibrate the system.
b. HOPE
During the pyrolysis of the polymer samples there
were several gases detected by FTIR. The major gases were
aliphatic hydrocarbons for all polymer samples and HC I for the
chlorinated polymers. The hydrocarbons were not identified
but rather the C-H stretch absorption was measured as a
function of temperature. The molecular vibrations and the
temperature range at which each absorption was detected for
each of the polymers are identified in Table 6.
Table 6
TG-FTIR Data for Polymer Sample Pyrolysis
Temperature Range (K) for Each Polymer Sample
Molecular Vibratto HDPE 25-CPE  36-CPE 42-CPE 
C-H (2926cm-') 625-825 670-830 680-830 670-790
C-H (2852cm -') 700-775 710-765 720-765 730-755
HC1 (2961cm-1) 530-615 540-635 540-640
Figures 22 through 24 are IR spectra detected during the
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Figure 22: FTIR ot HC1 Evolved Outing the Decomposition of 25-CPE Obtained at 320°C
FTIR of Hydrocarbon Products Evolved During the 
Pyrolysis of HDPE at 450°C
Figure 24: FTIR of Hydrocarbon Products Evolved During the Pyrolysis of HOPE at 450°C
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For the HDPE, hydrocarbons were detected by FTIR during
the pyrolysis process. The heating curve is shown in Figure
25. The differential thermal analysis curve (DTA) shows
several peaks. The first endothermic peak is the phase
transition of the polymer due to the crystallinity:39) There
is heat absorbed without weight loss. The second peak is a
broad overlapping set of endothermic peaks. Here, there are
weight losses associated with the endothermic reactions.
These peaks are due to the actual pyrolysis or thermal
decomposition of the HDPE. As listed in Table 6, the gases
which were detected exhibit C-H stretching at 2926 cm.' and
2852 cm-1. An absorption at 3085 cm-1 was detected only at
480°C (753 K) so it was not listed in Table 6. This
absorption is due to C-H stretch of an alkene. This
temperature (480°C,753 K) corresponds to the temperature at
which two products were detected using TG-GC because it is
believed that ethene and propene are being given off. Figures
26 and 27 are plots of the absorbance of the bands at 2926 cm-1
and 2852 cm-I versus temperature. Maximum absorbance is near
455°C (728 K) for the band at 2926 cm' and near 455°C (728 K)
for the 2852 cm:1 band.
The thermograms for the chlorinated samples are shown in
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first gas detected was HC1. This gas corresponds to the first
thermal decomposition stage. The DTA peak for this stage is
an endothermic peak corresponding to the dechlorination of the
polymer. The aliphatic hydrocarbons were released at later
temperatures and correspond to the second stage of thermal
decomposition. The DTA peaks for this stage are broad
overlapping endothermic peaks corresponding to the pyrolysis
of the samples. Also, it should be noticed that the endother-
mic phase transition peak gets smaller as the percentage of
the chlorine increases. With the 42-CPE, the peak is absent.
This phenomenon is due to the difference in crystallinity of
the polymer samples as the chlorine percentage increases. 39)
For the 25-CPE, the plot of absorbance versus temperature (T)
for the bands at 2961 cm', 2926 cm and 2852 cm -' are shown
Figures 31 through 33. The plot for the band at 2961 cm-' is
for the HC1 given off. The maximum absorbance occurs at 310°C
(583 K). For the aliphatic hydrocarbons, maximum evolution
occurs at 470°C (743 K) for 2926 cm-1 and 470°C (743 K) for
2852 cm-1.
For the 36-CPE, the plots of absorbance versus tempera-
ture for the bands at 2961 cm, 2926 cm-1, and 2852 cm-1 are
shown in Figures 34 through 36. The maximum absorbance of
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Figure 31: Relationship of Absorbance Versus Temperature at
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(563 K) and the second at 350°C (623 K). The C-H stretch at
2926 cm-1 has a maximum absorbance at 490°C (763 K). The peak
maximum for the band at 2852 cm-1 is reached at 480°C (753 K).
The 42-CPE was the last polymer studied under pyrolysis con-
ditions. lhe plots of absorbance versus temperature are shown
in Figures 37 through 39. For the HC1 given off, the maximum
absorbance was attained at 330°C (603 K). The maxima for the
C-H stretches were reached at 470°C (743 K) for 2926 cm-1 and
470°C (743 K) for the band at 2852 cm
B. Combustion 
The combustion process for the thermal decomposition of
the polymers was also studied. Combustion involves a chemical
change when a material is heated in the presence of air. The
combustion process involves four basic steps (1) preheating,
(2) decomposition, (3) ignition, and (4) combustion and
propagation."°' Preheating involves raising the temperature
of the polymer at a specific rate to a specific temperature.
As the sample is heated, a temperature is reached at which the
sample begins to degrade. This is the decomposition stage of
the combustion process. Flammable gases are then formed which
concentrate and eventually bring about sustained oxidation in
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Figure 39: Relationship of Absorbance Versus Temperature at 2852 cm-1 for 42-CPE
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process becomes self-sustaining when enough heat is present to
bring about decomposition of the sample.
1. Polymers
Figures 40 through 43 are the TG heating curves for
the four polymer samples in air. Figure 40 shows the percent
of combustion for the HDPE sample. Since the curve is not
smooth, it appears that there is a series of complex reactions
occurring during the heating process. The DTA curve consists
of four peaks. The first is due to the endothermic phase
transition in the HDPE. The next three exothermic peaks are
generated by the three stages of combustion of the sample.
Figure 41 is the TG heating curve for 25-CPE. There are
several decomposition reactions illustrated by the heating
curve. The first occurs between 150c-400°C (423-673 K)
corresponding to the dechlorination of the sample. The second
decomposition occurs between 400°-490°C (673-763 K). The third
decomposition present occurs between 490°-600°C (763-873 X).
The latter two decomposition steps are initiated by the
combustion of the sample. Once again it appears that there is
a series of complex reactions occurring during the latter part
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The heating curve for 36-CPE in air can be found as
Figure 42. There are several stages of decomposition present
in the curve. The first stage of decomposition ranges from
200°-400°C (473-673 K) due to the loss of chlorine. Four
additional decomposition stages extending from 400°-600°C (673-
873 K) reflect a series of reactions taking place during the
combustion of the polymer samples.
Figure 43 is the TG heating curve for 42-CPE. The first
decomposition process occurs between 150°-400°C (423-673 K)
corresponding to the loss of chlorine. The next series of
decomposition reactions occur between 40T-600°C (673-873 K)
and show the combustion of the polymer sample.
Under the combustion conditions, there are several trends
in the heating curves of the polymers. First, the percentage
of residue is constant, 6% in the presence of chlorine. This
is an increase above the lt residue observed for the HDPE
samples. Second, the percentage weight loss associated with
the dechlorination of the polymer sample increases with higher
percent chlorine of the CPE. The second step of the
decomposition is accompanied by a smaller weight loss, and the
decrease parallels the increase in chlorine content. Finally,
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the third decomposition step shows that the percentage weight
loss increases with increasing chlorine content.
GC Data for Combustion
The TG was coupled with the GC to yield a qualitative
analysis of the products evolved during the combustion
process. Gas chromatograms were run on several samples of gas
exiting the furnace of the TG at different temperatures during
the combustion of HOPE. The temperatures at which the GC data
were obtained were 230°C (503 K), 295°C (568 K), 395°C (668 K),
and 500°C (773 K). Figures 44 through 46 are chromatograms
for each of the last three temperatures. It can be seen that
there is an increase in the amounts of the products as the
temperature increases. The main product is CO2 (tR= 2.0
minutes). As the temperature increases, the amount of CO2
increases until a maximum is reached near 395°C (668 K) after
which CO2 evolution decreases sharply. Figure 47 shows this
relationship of CO2 versus temperature for the combustion of
HOPE. The area of the CO2 peak was divided by the area of the
N2 peak and this value was plotted versus the temperature.
The reason for dividing by the area of the N2 peak was that
the area for this peak is constant at all times since N2 is
Figure 44: Chromatogram Obtained at 295C
Figure 45: chromatogram Obtained at 395°C
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Figure 47: Relationship of CO2/N1, Area Ratio Versus Temperature for HDPE Combustion
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not consumed nor produced during combustion. Thus, N-, was
used as an internal standard for the gas chromatography. This
data is summarized in Table 7.
Other products that were detected by GC were a small
amount of CO and products with retention times of 2.5, 2.7,
2.8, and 2.9 minutes. These products were not identifiable
but can be assumed to be low molecular weight hydrocarbons,
such as alkanes and alkenes, and/or oxidized products such as
aldehydes and ketones.'1  Since identification of these
Table 7
GC Data for HDPE Under Air
ITS/    __E-02M2) Ar_u_ Ratio 
230 (503 K) (2.2±.2)x10-3
295 (568 K) (4±1)x10-3
395 (668 K) (1.21.-.4)x10-2
500 (773 K) (2.0±.2)x10-3
products could not be made by using this GC column system, TG-
FTIR was used to try and classify these products as described
above (pp. 92-98).
2. cUl
The decomposition of coal was studied under combus-
tion conditions using the Shimadzu TG-GC system. The thermal
heating curve for the coal sample is shown in Figure 48. From
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the curve it is seen that there are three major decomposition
processes (or reactions) in the combustion of coal. Gas
chromatograms were obtained during each of these three
decompositions. There are three points of importance on the
heating curve. The first is the tangent point near 500°C (773
K). This point is the point of activation of combustion. The
tangent point near 750°C (1023 K) is the point of activation
for secondary combustion. The third important point, near
925°C (1198 K), is the activation temperature for the decom-
position of the coal sample.
Chromatograms were obtained at 125°C (398 K), 285°C (558
K), 345°C (618 K), 505°C (778 K), 785°C (1058 K), and 965°C
(1238 K). Figure 49 is a typical chromatogram. The major
product was CO2 with a retention time of approximately 2.2
minutes. The temperatures at which the chromatograms were
obtained along with the CO2 peak area and the N2 peak area are
shown in Table 8. At 505`C (778 K) CH, was detected (tR= 7.592
minutes). Hydrogen (tR= 3.1 minutes) was detected at 345°C
(518 K). The loss of H2 is responsible for the early weight
1oss.(42) Other products detected but not identified had
retention times of 2.962 minutes and 3.587 minutes at 505°C
(778 K).
Figure 48: Thermogram for Coal Combustion
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the curve it is seen that there are three major decomposition
processes (or reactions) in the combustion of coal. Gas
chromatograms were obtained during each of these three
decompositions. There are three points of importance on the
heating curve. The first is the tangent point near 500°C (773
K). This point is the point of activation of combustion. The
tangent point near 750°C (1023 K) is the point of activation
for secondary combustion. The third important point, near
925°C (1193 K), is the activation temperature for the decom-
position of the coal sample.
Chromatograms were obtained at 125°C (398 K), 285C (558
K), 345°C (618 K), 505°C (778 K), 785°C (1058 K), and 965°C
(1238 K). Figure 49 is a typical chromatogram. The major
product was CO2 with a retention time of approximately 2,2
minutes. The temperatures at which the chromatograms were
obtained along with the CO2 peak area and the N2 peak area are
shown in Table 8. At 505°C (778 K) CH, was detected (tR- 7.592
minutes). Hydrogen (tR= 3.1 minutes) was detected at 345°C
(618 K). The loss of H2 is responsible for the early weight
loss.') Other products detected but not identified had
retention times of 2.962 minutes and 3.587 minutes at 505°C
(778 K).
Figure 49: Chromatogram for Coal Combustion Obtained at 505C
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Table 8
Coal TG-GC Combustion Data
T(°C) CO2 Peak Area N Peak Area CO2a42 Area Ratio
125 473 2561948 1.9x10-4
285 491 2626082 1.9x10-4
345 38214 2692455 142x10.4
505 31821 3193737 100x10-'
785 42620 3165094 135x10-'
965 20394 3237321 63x10-4
A plot of CO2/N2 area ratio versus temperature is shown
in Figure 50. A small amount of moisture and CO, are evolved
until about 280°C (550 K). At this temperature, the amount of
CO2 given off increases drastically, with the first of two
maxima being attained near 330°C (603 K). After a small
decrease in the CO2 evolution, the second maximum is reached
near 780°C (1053 K).
3. FTIR Data For Combustion 
The Seiko TG was coupled to the Perkin Elmer for the
stuay of combustion by TG-FTIR. Infrared spectra were
obtained at intervals of one per minute for the temperature
range of 200°C (473 K) to 600°C (873 K). This frequency of
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of gas as soon as it is released from the sample. For each of
the sets of spectra obtained, a background spectrum is
obtained at 190°C (463 K) since this is a temperature prior to
the combustion process.
a. High Denaity_ Polyethylene 
The first sample studied was High Density Poly-
ethylene (HOPE). The frequencies of the products detected and
the origin of the absorption for the products of the
combustion of HDPE are shown in Table 9.
Table 9





Figure 51 is an IR spectrum obtained for the combustion of
HOPE. For each of the products detected, a plot was con-
structed of absorbance of the frequency versus the temperature
(Figures 52 through 54). Figure 52 shows the relationship of
absorbance versus temperature for CO2 (2357 cm-1). There
appears to be a constant amount of CO2 evolved until ap-
proximately 350°C (623 K). At this temperature, there is a
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drastic increase in CO2, which reaches maximum at about 400°C
(673 K). At temperatures above 400°C (673 K) there is a sharp
decrease in CO2 production. Near the end of the analysis, an
absorbance of almost zero is reached indicating an end to CO2
evolution. The data resembles both the DTG and DTA peaks.
Figure 53 is the plot of absorbance versus temperature
for the carbon monoxide frequency of 2170 cm-1. The amount of
CO produced reaches a maximum at 390°C (663 K). Very little is
detected with none below 360°C (633 K) [nor above 410°C (683
K)]. The reason for the short temperature range for CO
evolution is that CO is only produced when the combustion
reaction is too fast for the carbon to react with the oxygen
present to produce CO2 (incomplete combustion).
Figure 54 is the plot of absorbance versus temperature
for the 2965 cm frequency which is assigned to the C-H
stretch of aliphatic hydrocarbons produced during the combus-
tion of HOPE. Like CO, the appearance of aliphatics occurs in
a very short temperature range of approximately 3WC (30 K).
The hydrocarbons produced are also only detected in the
temperature rang 2 of maximum CO2 production due to incomplete
combustion. An increase in absorbance was observed indicating
an increase in aliphatic production with a maximum occurring
at 390°C (665 K).
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The major product of combustion of HOPE is CO2 with CO
and aliphatic hydrocarbons as minor products.
b. 25-CPE
The next sample studied was 25-CPE. The
frequencies of the detected products of the combustion of 25-
CPE are given in Table 10.
Table 10
TG-FTIR Combustion Data for 25-CPE





For each of the products detected, a plot was constructed of
absorbance of the frequency versus temperature (Figures 55
through 58) for these plots. Figure 55 shows the relationship
of absorbance versus temperature for HC1 (2961 cm). There
is a gradual increase in HC1 concentration until a maximum is
reached at 320- C (593 K). The concentration of HC1 then
gradually decreases until none is detected [above 360°C (633




























Figure 55: Relationship of 
Absorbance Versus Temperature for H
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Figure 56 shows the plot of absorbance versus temperature
for the frequency of the CO2 (2357cm ) produced during the
combustion of 25-CPE. With the production of CO„ there are
two maxima observed. The first is reached near 450°C (723 K)
with an absorbance of -1.0. The peak shifted to a higher
temperature with the addition of chlorine. The second maximum
is near 510°C (783 K). Iwo maxima suggest that there are at
least two reactions taking place during this combustion
process.
The plot of absorbance versus temperature for the
production of CO is shown in Figure 57. The temperature range
for the production of CO is only 30°C (30 K) which is just at
the peak maximum of CO2 production. A maximum is reached near
450°C (725 K) and the concentration of the CO again falls off
to zero.
Figure 58 shows the absorbance and temperature
relationship for the production of aliphatic hydrocarbons.
When the aliphatics are produced, there is an initial decrease
in the concentration [437'-447')C (710-720 K)]. In the
temperature range between 447°C (720 10 and 467°C (740 K),
there is a dramatic increase in aliphatic absorbance followed
by a slight decrease. This decrease is followed by yet
another increase in absorbance. Beyond 467°C (740 K), the
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absorbance of the aliphatic hydrocarbons decreases gradually
until there is no hydrocarbon absorption detected. The
temperature of maximum hydrocarbon production matches that for
maximum CO2 production.
The main products for the combustion of 25-CPE are HC1,
CO2, CO, and aliphatic hydrocarbons.
c. 16-_CPE 
The next sample studied was 36-CPE. The IR
frequencies of the products detected along with the origin of
the absorption are shown in Table 11.
Table II
TG-FTIR Data for 36-CPE Combustion




For each of the products detected, a plot of absorbance versus
temperature was constructed (Figures 59 through 61). Figure
59 shows the relationship for the frequency of the HC1 given
off during the combustion. The HC1 gradually increases in
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falls until the concentration reaches zero above 370°C (643
K). The increase in HC1 absorbance is the same behavior
observed for 25-CPE except that the absorbance for 36-CPE
1.5 times higher than that for 25-CPE.
The CO2 produced during this combustion is evolved in two
different steps as shown in Figure 60. The first maximum is
reached at a temperature of 450°C (723 K); the second maximum
occurred at 530°C (803 K). Once again it suggests that there
is series of reactions taking place during the combustion of
the 36-CPE.
Figure 61 shows the plot of absorbance versus temperature
for the aliphatic hydrocarbon C-H stretch at 2953 cm 1. Here
the maximum is reached near 450°C (725 K) with a smaller
increase at 470°C (745 K). The range of temperatures for the
production of hydrocarbons is rather small, only 70°C (70 K).
The major products during this combustion are HC1 and
CO2. The only minor product detected was an aliphatic
hydrocarbon.
d. 42-CPE
The last polymer sample studied during this
segment of the project was the 42-CPE. The frequencies of




TG-FTIR Data for 42-Combustion




For each of the products detected, a plot of the absorbance
versus the temperature was constructed (Figures 62 through
64). The appearance of HC1 is shown in Figure 62. A maximum
is reached near 290°C. (563 K) with a slight decrease; a
second maximum is reached near 330°C (600 K).
Figure 63 is the plot for the frequency of the CO2
produced during the combustion. Two maxima are observed. The
first is reached near 450C (720 K) while the second is
reached near 500°C (773 K). The addition of chlorine above
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The last figure for polymer combustion is Figure 64.
This is a plot of absorbance versus temperature for the C-H
stretch of the aliphatic hydrocarbons produced during the
combustion. A maximum is reached near 450°C (720 K). T h e
major products of the 42-CPE combustion are HC1 and CO2 with
a minor aliphatic hydrocarbon product.
From the TG-FTIR data, it can be seen that CO2 is
produced by two pathways since there are two peaks in the
absorbance versus temperature plots. The majority of the CO2
is produced in the first reaction. When chlorine is present
in the polymer, the temperature of the first peak maximum for
CO2 production is shifted to a higher temperature by approxi-
mately 70°C along with the production of CO2. As the percent-
age of chlorine increases, the majority of CO2 production is
shifted to the second peak. The absorbance of the second peak
increases in samples containing up to 36% chlorine. After
that, the two peaks for CO2 become approximately equal.
The CO which is produced is always produced in a short
temperature range [within 50°C (50 K)] and is always produced
at the temperature of maximum CO2 production. The CO is a
product of incomplete combustion when chlorine is present. the
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peak. Carbon monoxide is not produced during the second
reaction which releases CO2.
When the chlorinated polymers decompose, the chlorine is
evolved as HC1 from 247°-357°C (520-630 K). As the percentages
of chlorine increase, the absorbance maxima for HC1 also
increase up to 36% chlorine content. For 40-CPE the
absorbance is approximately equal to that of the 36% CPE.
e. Coal 
A sample of coal was also studied using the TG-
FTIR system to try to identify the gases given off during the
combustion of coal. The Seiko thermogram for the coal sample
is shown in Figure 65. Fcr this study the IR spectra were
obtained at intervals of one per minute from 30C to 1000°C.
The gases detected in the effluent of coal combustion are
given in Table 13.
Table 13































The absorptions can be seen in the IR spectrum obtained at
430°C (Figure 66). The peaks are labeled for each gas. An IR
spectrum obtained at 690C is shown in Figure 6/. The
absorptions in the spectrum are from gases evolved from the
combustion of coal. The only gases detected here are H20.
CO2,and a small amount of CO. The amounts of H20 and CO2 both
increase at this temperature while CH, NO2, and the CH
aliphatics disappear.
A plot of the absorbance at 2358 cm' versus temperature
for the appearance and disappearance of the CO2 detected
during the combustion is shown in Figure 68. The CO2 is the
major product of the combustion and is given off throughout
the decomposition process. At first the evolution is rather
slow (low absorbance). Maximum CO2 absorption is near 530°C
(803 K). The concentration then falls off drastically until
the absorbance becomes constant near the end of the run. The
plot of absorbance versus temperature resembles both the DTG
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1. The TG-GC/ TG-FTIR system can be used for evolved gas
analysis of the gases produced during the decomposition
of different materials. The coupled systems can show the
combustion process. However, together the two systems
compliment each other to provide more complete material
characterization.
2. The TG-GC and TG-FTIR data obtained for this study
support a conclusion that chlorine will retard the
flammability of polyethylene up to a chlorine content of
36%. Above this percentage, there is no significant
effect on the flammability.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
I. Couple the techniques of TG, GC, and FTIR into one system
of TG-FTIR-GC.
2 Also, the system should eventually become TG-FTIR-GC-MS.
3 Perform a quantitative study of material combustion using
the TG-GC/TG-FTIR system using materials other than
polyethylene polymers to avoid the formation of waxes
which can block the TG-GC system.
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